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Process
The current Lag Study is based on analysis of South Dakota electric jurisdiction twelve-months
ended December 2021 revenue receipts. The revenue lag analysis was calculated based on a
census of the total population of billing records information available for each rate group. The
census contained all the customers and all revenue with metered consumption or lighting loads in
that rate class.
1. Select and aggregate the population census customers (debtor number) records for each
customer rate class. The South Dakota lag study’s debtor number records list is based on
the total unique records population for the twelve months ended December 2021 as a
“census” of the rate codes. No rate code records are sampled in the analysis.
2. Send census debtor accounts to IBM staff to extract all billing and payment records for the
test year data.
3. Include all premises as a census of each rate class.
4. Restrict data to non-reversed invoices with amounts>$0.
5. Match the payment records with the billing records based on the debtor number, premise
number and service number.
6. Determine the rate of each invoice:
a.
For non-metered classes, use the tariff from the invoice.
b.
For metered classes, determine the rate group from the population data (table “Rates”
and relate to the invoice data by debtor (account), premise and service numbers.
7. Calculate lag days for each invoice:
a.
Calculate service days and midpoint date.
b.
Relate payment and transaction data to invoices. Calculate lag days for each invoice
and the payment weight of each invoice.
c.
Calculate the weighted lag days for each invoice by applying the payment weight to the
lag days of each payment/transaction.
d.
Sum weighted lag days for each invoice.
e.
Adjust lag days for any invoices that were not paid in full, using the date of the CRS
data extraction (4/5/2022) as the date that the remaining invoice amount was paid.
8. Invoices with an Account Status Code equal to 4 or higher (which indicates the balance is “In
Receivership or Bankrupt”, “To be Written Off”, or “Has been Written Off”) were excluded
from the analysis.
9. Calculate results:
a.
Calculate mean lag days and variance by rate group.
b.
Apply percent revenue weight to rate group average and variance and total across all
rate classes.
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Analysis Calculations
Lag days for each revenue invoice are calculated by first determining the lag days for each
payment using the following equations:

ServiceDaysi = InvoiceToDatei − InvoiceFromDatei + 1
MidptDatei = InvoiceFromDatei + ServiceDaysi / 2

LagDaysi , j = PaymentDatei , j − MidptDatei + 0.5
where i denotes the invoice and j the payment applied to the invoice.
Since multiple payments and transactions can occur for each invoice, the lag days for each
payment are then weighted by the payment amount, such that

LagDaysi =
where

pi , j
qi

LagDaysi , j

pi , j = payment j for invoice
qi = invoice amount for invoice i
If any payments were not paid in full, then the date the data extraction was performed (4/5/2022)
is used as the payment date for any remaining balance on the invoice, such that

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 =

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 + (1 −
)(4/5/2022) - 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 + 0.5)
𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖

Once the lag days for each invoice have been determined, the estimate of the stratified mean lag
days can then be calculated as

x st = Wh x h
where

Wh = rate group revenue stated as a percent of total revenue across all rate groups

x h = mean lag days by rate group
The variance of the stratified estimate of the mean lag days is

v( x st ) = ∑ Wh2
h

where

s h2 = variance of the mean lag days by rate group
n h = rate group size (invoices)

s h2
nh
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Census sizes by rate group are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Electric Retail Revenue Lag Population Statistics by Rate Class
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